
THE RAILS ASRS INFRASTRUCTURE 
AND LOGISTIC PLATFORM

RAILS ASRS represents the state-of-the-art robotic technology in the logistic field. Its employment as an organizing 
solution for trade and industrial companies represents the most competitive and advance choice. Seven international 
patents guarantee outstanding performances and unparalleled  results in terms of cost efficiency with a net reduction 
up to 70%, of management costs. The ASRS technology allows a trustworthy management control and the simplifica-
tion of all the phases to supplying, storage and distributing.

Storage robotic stationMultifunctional logistic infrastructure



Bins are realized with different shapes and dimensions, depending 
on the materials to store and to move.

UDC

FIGHT AGAINST WASTE AND INEFFICIEN-
CES THE ONLY WAY:   ROBOTICS  AND  

CENTRALIZATION
These are the three crucial aspects for a perfect management of services

Supplying, 1. 
Storage,2. 
Efficient commercial distribution. 3. 

No more mistakes can take place when the RAILS  system is run by properly developed 
programs and planning. 
The storage environment is conceived in order to best  accept and shelter in  the most 
convenient way any typology of merchandise and components.
In this sense, the units (BINS) that lay  inside the robotic system are custom made accord-
ing to the specific requirements of the client. Most important and unprecedented the 
bins can be realized with different shapes and dimensions depending on the materials to 
store and to move. 
Furthermore any different size and shape can coexist inside the installation. 
This is made possible thanks to the variable depths, heights and width of the bins.



RAILS LOGISTICS PLATFORM
ManageMent control, distribution and logistic flows: 

when the Monitoring and control is in real tiMe:
Rationalization and planning of purchases.
Real time database detection and control of incoming and outgoing items. 
Full control of supplies:  automatic highlighting of the selection of materials and its fall 
out with the actual provision necessities.
Cancellation of improper costs thanks to the simplification due to the real time monito-
ring of the flows and of all the materials.

Eradication of duplicated and unnecessary materials, components, resources and inter-
related services;
Balance of flows in and out;
Coordination and planning of outgoing daily flows, with removal of overlapping and mul-
tiple missions;
24 hrs ordinary distribution and daily outflows planning.
Urgencies (4 hrs) planning, 
Emergencies (1hr) planning.
Accurate and analytical scrutiny and identification of the consumption list of materials, 
quantity, profile and trend.
Effective and immediate response to every request;
Costs survey spread for single item, supplies and services;
Logistic prompt updating and company  reorganization for the new market requirements 
and product developments.



RAILS LOGISTICS PLATFORM
designed to fit into any existing building thanks to the 

taylor Made rails installation.



RAILS LOGISTICS PLATFORM
the custoM Made solution 

The RAILS logistics platform is realized according to the specific customer’s require-
ments.

It is based on the ASRS systems (Automated Storage and Retrieval System) and it has 
been conceived for the centralization of all the warehouse duties and services.

Its adoption, in combination with the most advanced software tools released by RAILS , 
represents a radical strategic solution and it guarantees a unique economic and restruc-
turing  performance.

ASRS software can be easily integrated with the current existing management software, 
thanks to specifically created interfaces.



FACILITIES INCLUDED 
IN THE RAILS LOGISTICS PLATFORM:

A) Real Estate 
If there isn’t any existing building suitable for the centralization of the new logistic ser-
vices, RAILS includes in its offer the construction  of a building, or the renovation of a 
pre-existing edifice;

B) RAILS robotic storage system
Specifically developed  and exploited to suite  the most demanding client’s require-
ments

C) Management software
interfaced with the existing information and management  system;

D) Offices
Complete of all technologies, furniture and  accessories;

E) Digital Station 
for the digital management and storage of data 



setting up the structures making foundation

RAILS AIM IS TO GUARANTEE THE CUSTO-
MER OF MAKING  THE  MOST OUT  OF THE 

POSSIBLE OPTIONS
habitat rails offers a concrete solution to custoMer’s 
space requireMent trying to take into account the Most 

econoMical possible options.
Before purchasing a new building or a new deposit site, or to entrust the management 
of the materials to an outsourcer we accurately estimate the cheapest option which is to 
give a better organization of any existing in site area. This is made by  exploiting  spaces 
with the installation of a robotic RAILS platform. 
In facts the adoption of a robotic RAILS installation usually leads to an increase of storage 
capacity up to 10 times more, making any acquisition of new buildings, unnecessary. (As 
well as the cost for the enlargement of existing building)

why rails asrs Makes it possible
Rails, meets Customer’s needs in many ways.
Financially, the installation can be paid in a long term program for as long as 10-15-20 
years.
Considering that RAILS promises from the first very day of its use, a reduction of over 50% 
of all the overall costs, (both directly and indirectly), meaning that RAILS can be achieved 
at no real cost. 
In fact from the first day of its use the cost savings are much higher than the annual 
rate. 
Furthermore with RAILS you are transforming current costs into an investment: real es-
tates, machinery , software.



DIFFERENT PROBLEMS DIFFERENT MODELS

A - Underground deposit with RAILS 
system adaptation to pre-existing 

buildings

B - High-density horizontal deposit 
(VHDSS) suitable for all buildings

D - External deposit, leant 
against the main building

C - Compact deposit, 
dismountable and moveable



1.MDSS AGV 2.MDSS 
MULTIBOX

3.MDSS SD

4.MDSS DD 5.VHDSS

*CRD ( Rails density coefficent) - CRD = MCA/MCG
      

MCA = Archive cubic meter
MCG = Gross cubic meter

    M.D.S.S.AGV Medium Density Storage System                1. 50%
    M.D.S.S.MULTIBOX                  2. 60%
    M.D.S.S.SINGLE DEPTH            3.      65%
    M.D.S.S.DOUBLE DEPTH               4.   75%
    V.H.D.S.S. Very High DensityStorage System                  5. 85%

Models DENSITY

MANAGEMENT COSTS 70% CUT 
RAILS PLM is tuned to the specific requests and dimensions of the custumer‘s operations in 
order to achieve  the best economic results and the best management target

For this purpose, specific models and different solutions are offered and developed to maxi-
mize the archive density and make the most out of the avaiable deposit space.

DIFFERENT PROBLEMS DIFFERENT MODELS



RAILS ASRS
the “autoMated storage retrieval systeMs”

Sliding corridors

Lift moving elevator

Collecting 
buffer carriage



RAILS WAREHOUSE AND LOGISTICS 
CHECK-UP SERVICIES

RAILS check-up service includes the  following activities:
Survey of existing locations, detection of  the organization, • 
Detection of direct and indirect annual costs involved in the logistics,• 
Detection of overt and hidden costs related to the management of the logistics,• 
Analysis of materials and  goods to be stored in the warehouse, • 
Identification of running supplying sources and stocks,• 
Identification of stable and temporary deposits and sites,• 
Research of incoming and outgoing flows,• 
Analysis of the departments, and site units to supply,• 
Analysis of timetables and retailing flows on territory,• 
Analysis of start-up and functional costs, • 
Planning for a new central logistic platform.• 
Strategic and functional reorganization,• 
Economical evaluation of establishing a RAILS logistic platform,• 
Analysis of functional and dynamic feed backs in the overall company contest • 

after the introduction of the RAILS installation,
Analysis of the value of properties, facilities, buildings, materials and human re-• 

sources that will be released or freed by the introduction of the new RAILS  Logistic Plat-
form,

Lay out of the simplification that the use of a RAILS unit will provide to the com-• 
pany,



FROM THE ANALYSIS TO THE SOLUTION:
Assessment of buildings suitable for archive usability, •	
Possible conversion of existing sites or construction of new deposit,•	
Rearrangement and reconfiguration of the organization,•	
Development of new software, database and interface in cooperation with the •	
company’s management staff and including all the new requirements,
Identification, tagging and inclusion of any type of production or sale  material for •	
the robotic platform ,
Creation of new buffers and areas for the loading, unloading, picking, •	
consultation;
Creation of a digital station for data storage, •	
Shift from physical to digital data entry and flows,•	



Picking bay with a 
99/198 bins buffer

RAILS ASRS
autoMated storage retrieval systeMs

Shelf - deposit

MODIFIED ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM
According to BS 5454 European directives concerning highly flammable deposits, RAILS ‘s infrastructure 
can be provided with a combustion reduction system which cuts off oxygen down to 15%.

At the same time the deposit inside pressure, advisably subjected to a light overpressure, is protected from 
the income of external air circulation.
At the same time a state of the art  purifying air system shall change the volume of air  every 3 hours. In this 
way it is avoided  the introduction of organic components such as: pollen, organic residuals, dust, that are 
normally conveyed  by not purified air.
To  the advantage of food products  and perishable, RAILS deposit inside value of oxygen can be periodically 
scheduled to go down to 0% with the purpose of disinfesting air microorganism.
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RFID technology example 

Tag RFID

LOGISTIC PLATFORM MANAGEMENT

Once the system has been installed, RAILS offers a full options management service.
According to its effective necessities, the client can decide to manage the new logistic 
platform as follows:

• deal with the system directly;
• leave it to a professional outsourcer ;

• entrust the management to habitat italiana.
In this last case, Habitat Italiana  can supply a service composed by different phases, in 
order to satisfy any installation owner’s  requirement.



UDC

UDC

Multilevel bay

Picking multilevel terminal for robotic deposit



FINANTIAL PLAN WITH FINAL REDEEM
Habitat Italiana  meets the Buyer’s requirements  from a financial point of view.

RAILS logistic platform, including the building acquired or renovated by Habitat RAILS 
may be financed by three solutions:

loan;
leasing ;

lease-back,
mortgage;

The financial program can be extended to 10-15-20 years



RAILS: THE FINAL OUTTURNFROM SEE-
KING SPACE

to offering space
Any company that turns its deposits into RAILS technology can concentrate 
up to 10 times more materials than before. 

Therefore, it is possible and easily  foreseeable  a passage from having saturated deposits 
to having extra room availability. 

In this case the Company can put the over-space availability into profit by renting the 
extra room to  other operators, becoming an outsourcer in all effects. This will make it 
possible for the operator  to obtain a pay back of the whole  RAILS investment cost that 
can  cover up to the full amount of the annual rate spent for the purchase of RAILS.



RAILS ASRS - HABITAT ITALIANA SRL
http://www.rails-asrs.it

info@rails-asrs.it
TEL:+39.030.2350081 

BRESCIA - ITALY


